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ABOUT  US 
CURLture is a multifaceted word, founded in

March 2014 by Jay-Ann Lopez and Trina Charles.

 It represents accepting and embracing your

culture; and in turn your natural hair.  

Curlture has naturally expanded to also

encompass Black Pop Culture, Beauty, Lifestyle,

Travel and support of Black Owned Businesses.

Our aim is to empower others and build a

stronger community; nurturing the young minds

and future entrepreneurs.

www.curlture.co.uk curlture@outlook.com @curltureuk

SHOWING THE TRUE 
BEAUTY OF AFRICA & THE 
DIASPORA
As two women of Afro-Caribbean descent we are proud to say 

we have curated a community that would connects 

immediately with our social media content on a cultural level.   

From our travels to Gambia, Tobago and Kenya we have shown 

the true beauty of each location in a respectful and unbiased 

light which allows our content to generate increased 

engagement and drives interest in travel to the location in 

question.  During our trips, we document culture, heritage, food 

and sites to see to give our supporters a flavour of the country. 
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CONSTANT HIGH QUALITY 
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
We bring our followers on every significant step of 

the journey via social media stories, photos and 

videos; allowing our followers to have insight into 

the rich cultural thread of each location and 

interesting site to travel to. 

HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL 
CONTENT WITH 
LONGETIVITY
As well as real-time digital content;  we also

document our travels on our blog and in vlogs

allowing those who missed the real-time content

to relive the journey and experience it in depth.  

  •  CULTURE  •  HERITAGE  •  BEAUTY •



CONTENT FEEDBACK

www.curlture.co.uk curlture@outlook.com @curltureuk

"Divas in Paradise, partnered with Curlture to promote one if our travel experiences to the Caribbean.  Curlture UK were 

truly a pleasure to work with.  Professional and approachable are two words that best describe these ladies. 

 

Curlture UK, through their social media platforms namely Instagram; posted marketing material about the trip.  They 

also were very engaging with followers; always open to redirecting enquiries and messages back to Divas in Paradise. 

 

Curlture UK also created a short promo video for Divas In Paradise to help with our promotion efforts.  It's without any 

doubt that our travel experience was successful thanks to the efforts of Curlture UK.  Their passion to help and support 

black businesses is remarkable and most definitely a contributing factor to their on- and offline appeal."

- JADE WHYNE, FOUNDER, DIVAS IN PARADISE


